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Dear Mr.	 Broderick:
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We are continuity 	to explore the first order	 henolo	 ical	 dis-
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-21 crimination	 for four LACIE test sights.	 We have completed the
1 u generation of two category signatures from each of Morton, 	 Finney,
^ 1 = Rice, and Saline counties. 	 The results from the phenological
?i w discrimination process are being compared to both a first and14
u .4 ^ second order Bayes rule.	 We expect the	 initial	 results to indicate
a H that the first order phenological	 rule	 is better than 3 first order
0 `n ^ Bayes rule but worse than a second order Bayes rule.
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a In the forthcoming weeks, we will 	 be completing the phenological
discrimination on the four test sites and looking at the discrep-
w
^ U+ antics between the first order Bayes, second order Bayes, and first
order phenological	 rules.
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